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Introduction
I don't mean to take all the suspense out of the site name but when they call it "Will She Gag" it gives
the false impression there is a chance she wont. Well, unless she has a hole in the back of her head to
allow cock to pass all the way through it like a tunnel, you can bet she will be gagging!

Adult Review
Will She Gag is an exciting new addition to the list of great sites included in your membership at All Exclusive Pass. If you
take a look on the right side of this review you'll see links to some of the other sites we have reviewed that are also included
in your membership for free!
  
  By itself Will She Gag provides some very cool exclusive content for anyone who has a fetish for deep throat-clogging
blowjobs from pretty girls who don't mind being asked to take one for the team. Honestly... who doesn't have a fetish for
that?!
  
  The site currently includes about a dozen exclusive scenes that are each well shot and available in a variety of formats along
with a huge batch of pictures for your enjoyment. It also provides you with a number of bonus feeds and some nonexclusive
content hand-picked for all the gag lovers out there.
  
  When considered as a package, including all the other sites you get for your membership fee, Will She Gag adds quite a bit
of novelty to the overall assortment of sites and is one that you will probably want to check out for a good long while.
  
  Best of all, the interface of the site is simple to use and the entire set of sites are DRM free so you can download these clips
and watch them any time you like. It's one thing to be able to watch a clip of a girl gagging on cock, as you know, it's
something far more enjoyable to actually *own* a clip of some hot girl gagging on cock.

Porn Summary
Take a look at all the sites included in your membership. At the very least this package deserves your 3 day trial attention...
my guess is that 3 day trial will become a month long fascination pretty quickly.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Will she gag? They should have named the site "Can she breathe out of her ears?"'
Quality: 87  Updates: 83 Exclusive: 80 Interface: 90
Support: 85 Unique: 87    Taste: 86        Final: 85

Porn Sites Included
Pigtails Round Asses (86) ,Ass Like That (85) ,Pigtails Big Tits (85) ,StinkFillers (85) ,Naughty Best Friends (85) ,My
Favorite CreamPies (84) ,Gag Sluts (84) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, Exclusive, Extreme, Hardcore, Oral

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $24.88 Preview: 3 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: -1
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